
Gauss, The Prince of  
Mathematicians



The Prince of  Mathematics
 Carl Friedrich Gauss (1777-1855) is considered the prince of 

mathematics for several reasons.
 He was a child prodigy.  One anecdote relates how the teacher in 

his kindergarten class asked all the students to add up all the 
numbers from 1 to 100 in order to keep them quiet.  Gauss 
immediately announced that the sum was 5,050.

 How did he do it?  Gauss told the teacher that if you place 1 + 2
+ 3 + … + 100 in the reverse order like 100 + 99 + 98 + … + 
1, the sum in each “column” is 101 and there are a 100 of them.

 Therefore half of this product (101)(100) is the required sum.
 Clearly, Gauss discovered the now well-known formula that 1+2

+3+ … + n = n(n+1)/2 and his method also provides a proof. 



The regular 17-gon
 At the age of  19, Gauss solved a major 

unsolved problem: the construction of  the 
regular 17-gon.

 The ancient Greeks knew how to construct 
regular n-gons with straightedge and compass 
for n=3, 5 but no other with a prime number 
of  sides.

 For example, can we construct with straight 
edge and compass a regular 7-gon?  The 
answer is no, but this was shown much later.  

 Gauss was so happy with his discovery that he 
began a diary.  At right, we have a page from 
his diary.



Constructible numbers
 In our earlier lectures, we have already met the idea of  constructible real 

numbers.  These are lengths that can be constructed using straightedge and 
compass.

 But now, we want to enlarge this concept to the realm of  complex numbers.



Formula for the n-th roots of  unity
 We can use de Moivre’s formula for writing down the n-th roots of  unity.



The field of  constructible numbers

 In an earlier lecture, we saw that if  a and b are constructible, then so are ab 
and a+b.  This can be extended to complex numbers also. (Exercise)



What does the field of  constructible numbers look like?

 In other words, the only genuinely new constructible numbers we can create 
from old ones satisfy a quadratic equation.  We can make this observation 
more formal.



The subfield of  constructible numbers
 Our discussion shows that the set of  all constructible numbers is a subfield 

of  the field of  complex numbers.  But we can be a bit more precise.



Main theorem about constructible numbers

 This theorem turns the geometric problem of  
constructibility into an algebraic problem about 
subfields of  the complex numbers.



Constructing the regular p-gon for p prime
 Since the problem of  constructing the regular p-gon is now the problem of  

constructing the p-th roots of  unity, the previous theorem asks us to 
determine what is the smallest subfield of  C in which the p-th roots of  unity 
lie in and if  this subfield can be obtained from Q in the way described.



Eisenstein’s criterion for irreducibility
 Gauss showed that this polynomial is irreducible over the rational numbers.  

A simpler proof  was later given by Eisenstein and we adopt his method here.



Application of  Eisenstein criterion to prove 
irreducibility of  the p-th cyclotomic polynomial

 We can apply the binomial theorem to expand the numerator and simplify/



Applying the binomial theorem



Gauss theorem on constructing p-gons
 We can now prove Gauss’s theorem.



Fermat primes and constructibility



Duplication of  the cube 
 Since we now have all the tools and theorems at hand, we can 

dispense with two classical problems immediately, though it was 
not Gauss who noticed this but rather P.L. Wantzel (1814-1848) 
in 1837.

 We proved in an earlier lecture that the problem of  duplicating a 
cube is equivalent to constructing the cube root of  2.  

 But this number is a root of  the polynomial x3 -2.
 By Eisenstein’s criterion applied with p=2, we see the polynomial 

is irreducible and so, 21/3 lies in a field whose degree is 3 over Q.
 Since 3 is not a power of  2, the number 21/3 is not constructible.
 Observe that this problem was easy to solve once the concepts 

were in place.



Trisecting a given angle
 We can also show that in general, a given angle cannot be trisected using 

straightedge and compass by using the same set of  ideas.
 Wantzel showed that 60 degrees cannot be trisected using straightedge and 

compass.  The proof  is by contradiction.
 If  it can, then looking at the angle on a unit circle means that we can construct cos 

20o.  
 But cos 3a = 4(cos a)3 – 3cos a (exercise) so if  a=20o we see that z=cos 20 is a root 

of  4x3 – 3x – ½  because cos 60=1/2.  
 Thus, cos 20 is a root of  f(x) =8x3 – 6x -1.   We want to show this polynomial is 

irreducible.
 We can apply the same trick as before and consider f(x-1)= 8x3 -24x2 +18x -3 and 

apply Eisenstein criterion with p=3 to deduce irreducibility.
 Thus, cos 20 lives in a field of  degree 3 over Q.
 Hence cos 20 is not constructible.



Disquisitiones Arithmeticae
 Shortly after his PhD, Gauss wrote his famous 

work, Disquisitiones Arithmeticae in 1801.
 In this work, Gauss introduced the concept of  

congruences and proved many fundamental 
theorems that have come to play a major role in 
the development of  mathematics.

 The most notable theorem is the law of  
quadratic reciprocity, conjectured earlier by 
Euler and Legendre, who both gave faulty 
proofs.

 Recall that this theorem relates how the 
Legendre symbols (p/q) and (q/p) are related.

 More precisely, if  p and q are odd primes, then 
(p/q)(q/p)=(-1)(p-1)(q-1)/4.  

 Another important contribution is the unique 
factorization theorem of  natural numbers, 
often attributed erroneously to Euclid.



The distribution of  prime numbers

 Gauss also made an important contribution by 
making a precise conjecture about the distribution 
of  prime numbers.  

 This conjecture predicts that the number of  primes 
less than x, often denoted π(x) is asymptotic to 
x/log x.

 This is very close to Legendre’s conjecture but not 
exactly.

 Recall that Legendre conjectured that π(x) is 
asymptotic to  x/(log x – 1.08366).



Gauss’s conjecture and Legendre’s 
conjecture compared

 This conjecture has now been proved and it disproves Legendre’s conjecture.
 To see this, we see from Legendre that π(x) is asymptotic to x/log x + 

1.08366 x/log2x + O(x/log3 x).
 But Gauss’s conjecture (now a theorem) shows upon integrating by parts that 

π(x) is asymptotic to x/log x  + x/log 2 x + O(x/log3 x).
 We leave the integration by parts as an exercise.
 It is now clear that the 1.08366 is an error and in fact any number there would 

be an error (Exercise!).
 Gauss’s conjecture about π(x) was proved in 1896 by Hadamard and de la 

Vallee Poussin, nearly two centuries after it was stated.  We will discuss this in 
later lectures.
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